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OVERVIEW 

The Source Code Control (SCC) system within the PowerBuilder.NET IDE is finally coming together.  This is an 
extension of the Visual Studio concepts, which are different than the classic PowerBuilder design.   

One feature which I am especially fond of is the “Pending Checkins” window.  This provides a simple and flexible 
view of the files currently checked out. 

The following pages show the use of PowerBuilder.NET with the new SCC capability.  This is using first Microsoft’s 
“Visual SourceSafe” then for Perforce.  
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FEATURE STATUS 

a) One nasty item – when “comparing file differences” for a XAML file, we MUST have the user manually save 
the file first.  If the file in the editor is dirty and the SCC low levels save the file, we have the old “corrupted 
XAML” issue.  My current theory is that the SCC saves the DocData directly rather than going through the 
RDT.  This is one area I am investigating. 

 

SCC PROVIDERS 

The main body of instructions are assuming Microsoft Visual SourceSafe.  At the end I cover Perforce, but only in a 
quick manner. 
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INITIAL CONFIGURATION 

Typical PowerBuilder.NET solution with no source control involved... 
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TOOLS -> OPTIONS FOR SOURCE CONTROL 

Configure for Microsoft Visual SourceSafe 
Tools -> Options to the source control 
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ADD SOLUTION TO SCC 

Let’s add the ENTIRE solution into the SCC world... 
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The SCC system needs to authenticate me... 
(this dialog is Microsoft Visual SourceSafe specific) 
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And VSS wants to know where to put this new solution tree in its repository... 
(this dialog is Microsoft Visual SourceSafe specific) 
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With a confimation dialog, it’s done. 
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EDITING A FILE 

Let’s edit a file, function “gf_fun01” in “wpf app2.pbl”... 

Since the “on edit” behavior is to automatically check out the object, the double-click will do just that.  The object is 
checked out and ready for editing.  Note the circled items. 
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INTELLIGENT CHECKOUT 

On disk, a window object is really two files, the SRW and the XAML file.  Opening the window for editing will 
automatically check out both files. 

In theory, if either checkout fails, they both will fail.  This has not been tested thoroughly yet though. 
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PENDING CHECKINS 

In PB Classic, the pending items for check-in were seen in the library manager, and only PocketBuilder had the 
capability to sort the columns to easily see the objects that are currently checked out. 

In PB.NET, this is now easily visible in the “Pending Checkins” window. 
I have also filled a comment which will be applied to the checkin. 
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CHECK IN –  USING THE PENDING CHECKINS WINDOW 

The “Pending Checkins” window is designed to execute the checkin for any of the nodes with the checkbox 
checked. 

The image here shows that “w_about” will be checked in, but the function and structure will not. 
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CHECK IN –  USING SOLUTION EXPLORER 

Outside of the “Pending Checkins” window, the overall philosophy is that if you have a node in a tree selected, 
everything below that node will be checked in (IOW, it is recursive). 
Individual nodes can be checked in just by selecting that node. 

Examples: 

 RMB the “w_about” window object and selecting  “Check In...” 

 RMB the “wpfapp.pbl” library and selecting “Check In...” 

 RMB the “wpfapp” target and selecting “Check In...” 

 RMB the top level solution node and selecting “Check In...” 

 Select the top level menu item File -> Source Control -> Check In... 

Similarly, anything can be manually checked out. 
Similarly, anything can have the checked out item “un-checked-out” by selecting “Undo Checkout...”. 
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FILE DIFFERENCES 

Seeing the differences between the current state of a file and the SCC repository is accomplished by either: 

a) RMB the entry in Solution Explorer and selecting “Compare...” 

b) RMB the entry in the “Pending Checkins” window and selecting “Compare Versions...” 

DANGER: 
XAML files must be manually saved (File -> Save) before using the difference utility. 
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Giving us the VSS configured compare utility. 
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ADDING A FILE 

When either the wizard adds a file, or a file is dragged in using the drag-drop capability, it is automatically added to 
the source control system. 

Here, the file “PKEvent.log” was dragged in and the function “gf_two” was added using the wizard.  No other SCC 
specific actions were needed. 

Additionally, notice the PBTX and PBLX files were automatically checked out, because they need to be modified to 
refer to the new files. 
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ADD A TARGET 

Just like adding a file, adding an entire target to the solution under SCC will automatically add everything in the 
target to the SCC system.  Well, provisionally that is.  The user still must perform the checkin to have it truly within 
the SCC system. 
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OPEN SOLUTION FROM SCC 

This is the usecase where a solution exists only in the SCC repository, not on the user’s computer.   

PowerBuilder currently cannot open the solution directly from the SCC repository.  However, this is easier than in 
Classic. 

1. Using the SCC client.  Get the latest version from the repository onto the user’s computer.  No checkouts are 
needed, just getting the latest version of the physical files. 

2. Using PowerBuilder .NET.  Open the solution (on disk) like any other solution.  The SCC information stored 
in the PBWX file hooks the solution into the SCC server and everything works as described above. 

Ideally, our “Open Solution” dialog will have a way to browse to the SCC repository and would encapsulate the get 
latest version step.  However, I doubt we will have this for version 12.0. 
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PERFORCE SCC PROVIDER 

Using Perforce rather than Microsoft VSS is simple, but Perforce has some “workspace” differences. 

a) In Perforce, all the PB project files must be under the directory specified in the user’s client workspace. 
This restriction is different from VSS which has a more free form approach. 

b) The perforce user and workspace information is usually stored in the registry under P4USER and 
P4CLIENT. 

 

PERFORCE WORKSPACE CONFIGURATION 

The physical directory specified in the “Root” field must match what you are using within PB.NET. 
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TOOLS -> OPTIONS FOR SOURCE CONTROL 

Configure for Perforce 
Tools -> Options to the source control 
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ADD SOLUTION TO SCC 

Like earlier, we will create a solution (workspace) in the correct location, then add the ENTIRE solution into the 
SCC world... 

Like before, this is either: 

a) “File -> Source Control -> Add Solution to Source Control...” 

b) Right mouse on the solution, select “Add Solution to Source Control...” 

Perforce will then check the credentials... 
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After pressing <OK>, all the files in the solution will be added to the pending checkins. 
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INITIAL CHECK IN 

Finally, the checkin of the solution is like before, either: 

a) Pending Checkins window – press “Check In” 

b) Right mouse on the solution, select “Check In Now” 

c) File -> Source Control -> Check In... 

d)  
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After the checkin, everything is marked as you would expect. 

 

 

 

 


